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Disclaimer

This document is a private communication and is not intended for public 
circulation or for the use of any third party, without the approval of ASB.  The 
information contained in this document is given with an express disclaimer of 
responsibility.  No right of action shall arise against ASB or its employees 
either directly or indirectly as a result of this information.  Those acting upon 
this information do so entirely at their own risk.  This information does not 
purport to make any recommendation upon which you may reasonably rely 
without taking further and more specific advice.
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Topics
COVID’s global and local economic impact

Key NZ post-COVID trends

Housing hot potato 
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Global COVID impacts
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Coronavirus waves
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2020 lockdown impacts
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Vaccination pace
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Consensus Economics Forecasts
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China Retail Sales
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NZ’s COVID journey
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NZ growth 
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NZ commodity export prices resilient
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Unemployment rate – relatively mild lift
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NZ business confidence recovering
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NZ movement
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Shunning the COVID Cruiser
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NZ retail spending 
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NZ housing
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NZ house sales: more than pent-up demand
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Net migration is falling
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Auckland housing shortfall
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Auckland house price growth
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Interest rates
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Funding for Lending Programme

What is it?:

Helping with the challenge of getting back funding costs down

Direct lending to banks at OCR, for up to 3-year terms

Funding equivalent to 4-6% of ‘eligible’ loans, ~$28 billion

Indirect channel to lower interest rates by encouraging banks to 
cut term deposit rates?

Gradual impact – takes time for bank funding profile to change

What sectors?:

Role of competition – could see impact spread around

Build back better:

E.g. environmental lens; FHB; housing development
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Summary
NZ bounced back very quickly from the March – June lockdown

Growth over 2021 will be modest:

Potential capacity constraints in booming construction

Tourism sector still suffering from lack of overseas revenue

2022 will bring open borders, high degree of vaccination in 
developed world, less disruption from fighting COVID

Interest rates likely past their lows and already pricing in a ‘good’ 
global outcome.  But will remain low (by past standards) for 
some time yet
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Thank you

Nick Tuffley
Chief Economist
nick.tuffley@asb.co.nz


